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Topic: Awards (Read 3,880 times)

Author
simococo
5 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #60 on Yesterday at 21:53 »

Nice 1, all sorted. Now how about a bit of art debate...
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 540/2.21 per day
Location: London
Respect: 32
mammal
7 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #61 on Yesterday at 21:53 »

Silky is it true that Gok is a man?

"What is your sort code?"

Joined: Nov 2006
Posts: 1,280/3.2 per day
Respect: 59
Finsburyparkranger
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Awards Organizer
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Re: Awards
« Reply #62 on Yesterday at 21:54 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:52, 0 wrote:
Im online now and am open to questions?

I've said my peace silky its your turn to talk.
« Last Edit: Yesterday at 21:55 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
mike hunt
4 Star Member

Ebay, whats that?

Re: Awards
« Reply #63 on Yesterday at 21:55 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:52, mammal wrote:
Yes. Simple black belts bring out a womens curves. Gok just said so!

Oh dear. I'm having to sit here watching that crap becos the mrs wants to. I do hope you are
not watching voluntarily. An anorexic boy telling women how to look good when they're fat.
Great. Gok sucker.
Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18
corblimeylimey
9 Star Member
member is online

Link to Post - Back to Top
talk to mike hunt

Re: Awards
« Reply #64 on Yesterday at 21:56 »

Silky, I get the impression that FPR wants to do a similar awards next year, but would like to
enlarge it to include both forums (and perhaps even elsewhere) would you be happy to let FPR
take it and run with it and make it truly bigger and better, could even stop the b**ching
differences between the forums.
Link to Post - Back to Top

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Logged

Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" Damien Hirst.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK
Respect: 292
rachelstevens
1 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #65 on Yesterday at 21:57 »

member is online

ill be brave then.
1.why did you not tell fpr what you were doing before you did it and thus save this heartache?
2.were this years award results manipulated as your comments about next years imply?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 30/0.17 per day
Location: Up all Night
Respect: 9
0
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #66 on Yesterday at 21:58 »
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« Reply #66 on Yesterday at 21:58 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:54, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Yesterday at 21:52, 0 wrote:
Im online now and am open to questions?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

I've said my peace silky its your turn to talk.

OK Mate

mammal
7 Star Member
member is offline

What would you like me to talk about?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #67 on Yesterday at 21:59 »

Gok Wan is life!

"What is your sort code?"

Joined: Nov 2006
Posts: 1,280/3.2 per day
Respect: 59
simococo
5 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #68 on Yesterday at 22:00 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:59, mammal wrote:
Gok Wan is life!

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 540/2.21 per day
Location: London
Respect: 32
kiki
1 Star Member

That lad used to be a 20 stone man mountain would you believe

Re: Awards
« Reply #69 on Yesterday at 22:00 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:52, 0 wrote:
Im online now and am open to questions?

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 28/5.6 per day
Respect: 7

Why don't you want to share the ownership of the registration name for the Urban Art Awards
with FPR?
It sounds like a fair solution to me.

Link to Post - Back to Top

mike hunt
4 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #70 on Yesterday at 22:00 »

My timing sucks. Everytime I want to banter with a lighthearted remark in response to a jokey
post, by the time I've finished typing and posted there's about 2 really serious posts before
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mine. It makes me sound really inconsiderate and superficial. I bet this time someone has said
something really amusing and I sound like a whining git with no sense of humour.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18
reados
6 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #71 on Yesterday at 22:01 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 21:45, 0 wrote:
This is all just silly

this whole thing is being stirred up from nothing

Mark, I made the "Awards Organizer" account especially for you so you could make the polls in a private staff only board of the
forum

She's a feisty one

Joined: Jun 2006
Posts: 871/1.59 per day
Respect: 33

From what I gather you don't want to have the awards on this site next year, so you don't need your account set as

forum staff anymore coz all the voting threads are open to normal members now

I have changed you account back for you

now! if that makes you feel better?

Perhaps Silky you should have pmd mark to let him know because it obviously surprised him,
you guys should really clear things up in private now.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

check out my stencils
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?action=display&board=justbitfun&thread=1180213339&page=1#1181674879

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer

Re: Awards

member is online

What does this mean...

« Reply #72 on Yesterday at 22:01 »

"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the
awards to get them nominated and Voted
Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards
I
think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are proud to win an award".
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
uvme
New Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #73 on Yesterday at 22:02 »

Yesterday at 21:58, 0 wrote:
Yesterday at 21:54, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

I've said my peace silky its your turn to talk.

OK Mate

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 18/3.6 per day
Respect: 5

What would you like me to talk about?

don't know either of you but it seems stupid to have a conversation about something thats
obviously important to you both on an open forum.
Link to Post - Back to Top

0
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #74 on Yesterday at 22:03 »
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« Reply #74 on Yesterday at 22:03 »

member is online

Yesterday at 21:57, rachelstevens wrote:
ill be brave then.
1.why did you not tell fpr what you were doing before you did it and thus save this heartache?
2.were this years award results manipulated as your comments about next years imply?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

1. Good point! but I dont think anything I can say to Fins would be taken the right way at the
moment
so maybe I would have been better to do nothing at all
Im very Sorry! its now
back as it was
2. Not manipulated in anyway

And I cant remember me saying it was?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is online

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #75 on Yesterday at 22:04 »

The reason why i went public because i got the cold shoulder privately.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #76 on Yesterday at 22:06 »

No let me get this clear this year was all above board as far as a I know. I believe every artists
that won, won it fairly. It was the intention for next year that worried me. I still dont feel i have
had any sort of explanation. You wanted a question, i gave you one.
« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:07 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149
ray
4 Star Member
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #77 on Yesterday at 22:07 »

The way I read it Silky was suggesting to get the Artists involved so they could maybe mention
it to their friends, or on their website as a way to give their fans a heads up. That's not
manipulation, it's just PR for the event.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 275/1.49 per day
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Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16
mike hunt
4 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #78 on Yesterday at 22:07 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:02, uvme wrote:
Yesterday at 21:58, 0 wrote:

OK Mate

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18

What would you like me to talk about?

don't know either of you but it seems stupid to have a conversation about something thats obviously important to you both on
an open forum.

absolutely - it feels wrong that this is public. Its like catching your parents having sex awkward. Ok, maybe not that bad, but it doesn't feel comfortable - dirty linen in public and all
that.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

0
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #79 on Yesterday at 22:08 »

member is online

Yesterday at 22:01, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
What does this mean...
"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get them nominated

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

and Voted
Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards
proud to win an award".

I think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are

The first part is saying that Artists will want to win the awards, so the more we tell about it, the
more they will tell other about it so they get more votes
And the last part is as I said
Its a good idea to have awards the Artists WANT to win
Im
not saying that did not happen this year!
Im just saying thats an important part of what an
Awards should be.
Keep the questions coming coz I think it would good to just get this out of the way

Amilas
Gallery

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #80 on Yesterday at 22:08 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:00, simococo wrote:
Yesterday at 21:59, mammal wrote:
Gok Wan is life!

That lad used to be a 20 stone man mountain would you believe

In da Ghetto

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 410/1.68 per day
Location: London
Respect: 17
0
Administrator

Is that true?

NEW PRINT FROM PETER KENNARD AND CAT PICTON PHILLIPS LATE DECEMBER.
NEW LUPA PRINT AVAILABLE FORM SATURDAY THE 15TH or er the 16th?
NEW RELEASE FROM STATIC AVAILABLE NOW.

Re: Awards
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« Reply #81 on Yesterday at 22:09 »

member is online

Yesterday at 22:07, ray wrote:
The way I read it Silky was suggesting to get the Artists involved so they could maybe mention it to their friends, or on their
website as a way to give their fans a heads up. That's not manipulation, it's just PR for the event.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
manchestermike
9 Star Member

Spot on!

Thank you!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #82 on Yesterday at 22:10 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:08, Amilas wrote:
Yesterday at 22:00, simococo wrote:

That lad used to be a 20 stone man mountain would you believe

S-s-s-s-superplex

Is that true?

Indeed
Joined: Jul 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,227/8.13 per day
Location: And on the sixth
day...
Respect: 85
0
Administrator

I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what makes me more of a selective human than someone who
doesn't believe anything.

Re: Awards
« Reply #83 on Yesterday at 22:10 »

member is online

Yesterday at 22:04, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
The reason why i went public because i got the cold shoulder privately.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
mike hunt
4 Star Member

Hows that?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #84 on Yesterday at 22:11 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:08, 0 wrote:
Yesterday at 22:01, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
What does this mean...
"And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get
them nominated and Voted
Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards
make sure the Artists are proud to win an award".

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day
Respect: 18

I think one important thing is to

The first part is saying that Artists will want to win the awards, so the more we tell about it, the more they will tell other about it
so they get more votes
And the last part is as I said
this year!

Its a good idea to have awards the Artists WANT to win

Im not saying that did not happen

Im just saying thats an important part of what an Awards should be.

Keep the questions coming coz I think it would good to just get this out of the way

Changed my mind - this seems to be doing some good. Perhaps I was being a reserved
Englishman. And yes, Gok used to be fat (and probably straight).
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1198089220&page=3
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Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

talk to mike hunt

Amilas
Gallery

Re: Awards
« Reply #85 on Yesterday at 22:11 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:10, manchestermike wrote:
Yesterday at 22:08, Amilas wrote:

Is that true?

Indeed

In da Ghetto

This is like a kids thread inside an adults thread
Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 410/1.68 per day
Location: London
Respect: 17

« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:12 by Amilas »
NEW PRINT FROM PETER KENNARD AND CAT PICTON PHILLIPS LATE DECEMBER.
NEW LUPA PRINT AVAILABLE FORM SATURDAY THE 15TH or er the 16th?
NEW RELEASE FROM STATIC AVAILABLE NOW.

0
Administrator
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #86 on Yesterday at 22:13 »

Can I ask a question?
Fins, What percentages of advertising for the last awards were done by you? and Me?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,426/6.33 per day
Respect: 274
Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer

Re: Awards
« Reply #87 on Yesterday at 22:13 »

member is online

Yesterday at 22:07, ray wrote:
The way I read it Silky was suggesting to get the Artists involved so they could maybe mention it to their friends, or on their
website as a way to give their fans a heads up. That's not manipulation, it's just PR for the event.

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,082/6.22 per day
Respect: 149

Maybe I'm wrong but I don't think so. Anyhow I'm just as tired of this as the next man. Silky,
you know that you can always come and speak to me in person and i will always be happy to
have a rational conversion with you. I cant see this going anywhere so I'm going to drop it. I
shall set something else up my self on principle. I think you know you were selfish and hoped to
use the awards to promote your own artists but I shall stop with the criticism and go and set up
another little thing up else next year. Everyone invited, including you silky. Enough lets talk art.
« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:15 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

RBK
8 Star Member
member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #88 on Yesterday at 22:14 »

Artists don't have to prove they "want to win" sh!t! Tons of movie stars who win awards don't
even come to the events. Award who deserves to win regardless if they show up, blow you off,
or something in between.
I'm not taking any sides here - but I think Silky and FPR should resolve this via PM. FPR is an
extremely valuable forum member here and it is my hope that he continues to be.
Link to Post - Back to Top
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Logged
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« Last Edit: Yesterday at 22:19 by RBK »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

WWW.FYCGALLERY.COM

Joined: Sept 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 1,660
Location: Chicago
Respect: 37
saltandiron
5 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #89 on Yesterday at 22:14 »

member is offline

Yesterday at 22:11, Amilas wrote:
Yesterday at 22:10, manchestermike wrote:

Indeed

This is like a kids thread inside an adults thread

Joined: Jul 2006
Posts: 603/1.16 per day
Respect: 28

wikipedia says he was, and wikipedia never lies.

If the present world go astray, the cause is in you, in you it is to be sought.
-- Dante Alighieri
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